
Learn how effective

simple fitness can be.



Fit5 Flex Guide

Welcome to my Flex Guide.  

 

*This requires additonal

equipment like hand weights or

dumbbells 

 

This program is meant to be done

2-3 days per week in under 30

minutes and in addition to your

regular workouts when you are

ready to tone up and flex that

upper body.  

Remember that proper nutrition is

vital to your success and in order

to maximize your results and  

whittle away your mid section

adhering to my Fit5 Nutrition

program is key.



Fit5 Guide 

Do each of the exercises listed for 10-15 repetitions

(per side if applicable). 

 

*Use light dumbbells if you are new to exercise or

you can intensify and increase the weight. I would

start with 5-8 lbs. 

 

*You can do up to 15 reps per exercise but start

with 10. 

 

If you would like to increase the intensity add 5-10

pushups in between circuits (as shown in the

guide) 

 

Once you do all the exercises for the prescribed

reps that is equal to 1 circuit. 

 

You must complete the circuit 5 times with as

little rest between exercises as possible. 

 

Make sure you perform this circuit when your

body is warm.  You can add this on to your

happiness activity or you can perform the

included warmup. And don't forget to do the

stretching portion of the workout. 



 Warmup Visual Guide
Do each warm up exercise for 1 minute

Jumping Jacks

Arm Circles

Modify by stepping out

instead of jumping

Circle in each direction

for 30 seconds

Bend from side to side

reaching arm up and over

alternate sides

Side Bends



Bicep Curl to Rotation  Press

Triceps

Overhead

Extension

Stand tall and keep

your elbows close to

your sides palms facing

up. Curl the weight to

shoulder height (do not

swing the weights up)

then turn your palms to

face forward as your

rotate and press the

weight up and

overhead. Be sure and

keep your thumbs inline

with your ears and

elbows wide. Lower the

same way you began.

Stand tall and hold

dumbbell with both

hands. Keep your elbows

in line with your ears and

lower the dumbbell

behind your head. Get a

full stretch on your tricep

and then raise to start

position. 

Targets biceps and

shoulders

Targets the long head of the

tricep *the wave we don't

want 



Chest Press Start on a stability ball (if

you don't have one lay on

the floor) . Keep your

shoulder blades on the ball

the entire time and your

chip lifted towards the

ceiling. Lift your hips in line

with your shoulders. Hold

weights at shoulders then

press up as shown and

return to start. Keep your

core tight throughout the

exercise. 

Targets your chest

shoulders and core

Start in a plank position

with weights as shown.

Keeping your hips still

(do not shift side to side)

and your core tight pull

your R elbow up towards

the ceiling. Repeat on

the the L side. That is one

rep. Stay in plank pose

through the entire set, Or

to modify perform on

your knees.

Plank Row

Works your back and core



**Pushup

between

circuits for

extra "flex

appeal" 

*Optional

For maximum intensity

add this pushup

between every circuit

for 5-10 reps. Start on

your knees as a

modification. To

intensify beyond staying

on your toes place your

feet on a raised surface

such as a couch or

chair.   

 

This works your back and core

This works your entire

upper body and core 

Start bent over with a

slight bend in your

knees and with a tight

core and flat back.

Keep chin slightly

tucked. Raise arms out

to the sides as shown

with palms facing

down. Lower and

return to start. 

Bent Over Fly 

 Works the back of your

shoulders



 Stretch  
 Hold the first two stretches for 60 seconds  each side

Seated side

stretch 

 

Cat /Cow Pose

Rotate through 5 times.

Shoulder /neck

stretch 

 Reach behind your back with

your R hand and grasp it with

your L hand. As you gently pull

on the R arm tilt your head to

the left. Hold each side for 60

seconds.



Congrats Rockstar!  You have completed my Flex

Guide! Don't forget to let the crew in our Facebook

group hear all about your success and post about

your workout in the "Fit in 5 Tribe"  Keep on

going!  And aim to add this workout 2-3 times per

week.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/Fitin5tribe/

